Three-dimensional mathematical reconstruction of the spinal shape, based on active contours.
To reduce the amount of radiographs needed for patients with a scoliosis, a radiation-free method based on topographic images of the back was developed. An active contour model simulating spinal stiffness has been applied to video rasterstereographic (VRS) data. The aim of the present study is (a) to evaluate the applicability of active contours to improve the accuracy and the reliability of the three-dimensional (3D) spinal midline reconstruction from back surface data and (b) to design a more robust method to detect the spinal midline. To evaluate the reliability and accuracy, the active contour-based method is compared to a conventional procedure, which has been specifically developed for scoliosis; both methods produce a 3D curve of the spinal midline. The frontal projections and surface rotations of these spinal midlines are compared; r.m.s. deviations of 0.9 mm between the frontal curves and 0.4 degrees between the surface rotations were obtained. Applying the active contour-based method does therefore not result in a substantial difference in accuracy to the conventional procedure. As a conclusion the active contour method is a valuable mathematical method that can accurately reconstruct the spinal midline based on back surface data. In addition, the method can be applied to various postures.